Access to high-speed Internet for residents of the Municipality remains a priority for Council. Through the Municipal Internet Connectivity Strategy, funding and technology solutions have been identified to deliver this critical infrastructure.

Do you require high-speed Internet? Residents who do not presently have access to reliable high-speed Internet are asked to contact Dave Waters, Director of Business Development. dave.waters@modl.ca.

LEARN MORE
www.modl.ca/internet

NEW GERMANY PROJECT UPDATE

Bell has been placing fibre where they can in areas where Nova Scotia Power has completed their make ready.

The three Bell water crossing locations have received the Department of Lands and Forestry licenses and the grade 1 engineering assessments are completed. Work is now to be scheduled for the make ready associated with them.

The engineering assessments associated with the 5 Nova Scotia Power crossings are not due to be completed until October. Nova Scotia Power is currently advising they will not complete their work until early December.

Bell is hoping to turn up some civic addresses in October and November as they work around the limitations imposed by the water crossing delays. Exact number will be confirmed early in October. The delayed civics won’t likely be activated until late December or potentially early January.